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Abstract. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of solutions of weakly nonlinear
boundary-value problem of systems of integrodifferential equations with impulsive action at fixed
points of time are obtained. Convergent iterative procedure of the solution and establish the
connection between the necessary condition and the sufficient condition are presented.
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1. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM AND AUXILIARY RESULTS
In the mathematical modeling of actual processes with short-term pertubations,
it is often possible to neglect the duration of perturbations. These perturbations are
regarded as ”instantaneous”. The indicated idealization leads to the necessity of in-
vestigation of dynamical systems with discontinuous trajectories, which are often
called dynamical systems with impulsive action. New origional results in the the-
ory of boundary-value problems for differential systems with impulsive action were
obtained by using classical methods of the periodic theory of nonlinear oscillations
together with methods based on the theory of generalized inverse operators and gen-
eralized Green operators [2–6, 11, 15].
Conditions for the existence of solutions of systems of linear integrodifferential
equations and boundary-value problems for them were studied in research papers
[9, 10], and research papers [7, 8] were dedicated to nonlinear occasion systems of
integrodifferential equations and boundary-value problems for them, for such kind of
problems there was developed general theory effective methods of finding solutions.
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In the given research paper by means of Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse matrices
and constructive methods nonlinear systems analysis there were investigated condi-
tions for the existence and there were suggested iterative algorithms of constructing
solutions of boundary-value problems for weakly nonlinear system of integrodiffer-
ential equations with impulsive action.
Consider a weakly nonlinear system of integrodifferential equations with impuls-
ive action at fixed points of time
Px.t/ ˚.t/
bZ
a
ŒA.s/x.s/CB.s/ Px.s/ds D
f .t/C "
bZ
a
K.t;s/Z.x.s;"/; s;"/ds; (1.1)
EixjtDi WD Six.i  0/Ci C "J1.x.; "/;"/; (1.2)
t ¤ i ; t 2 Œa;b;i 2 .a;b/; i D 1;2; :::;p;
and with boundary condition
`x./D ˛C "J2.x.; "/;"/; ˛ 2 Rq (1.3)
Here, we use the assumptions and notation from [7, 10, 12]: A.t/;B.t/; ˚.t/ are,
respectively, .m n/; .m n/; .nm/ matrices which components are sought in
the space L2Œa;bI column vectors of matrice ˚.t/ are linearly independent at Œa;b;
the n 1 vector function f .t/ 2 L2Œa;bI i is an ki -dimensional column vector of
constants, Ei ;Si are .ki n/ constant matrices such that rank.Ei CSi / D ki .i D
1;2; :::;p/; i. e., the solution of the system is determined by the unique extension
through the point of discontinuity
EixjtDi DEi
 
x.i C0/ x.i  0/

; (1.4)
˛ D col.˛1;˛2;˛3; ::; p˛/ 2 Rp; ` — is a bounded linear p-dimensional vector
functional, D2ŒaIb; `D col.`1;`2;`3; ::; p`/ WD2ŒaIb! RpI Z.x.t;"/; t;"/ — is
an n -dimensional vector function nonlinear with respect to the first component, con-
tinuously differentiable with respect to x in the vicinity of a generating solution,
integrable with respect to t I and continuous in " W
Z.; t; "/ 2 C 1Œkx x0k  ; Z.x.; "/; ; "/ 2 L2Œa;b; Z.x.t; /; t; / 2 C Œ0;"0I
J1.x.; "/;"/; J2.x.; "/;"/ are, respectively, nonlinear bounded
p;q–dimensional vector functionals continuously differentiable with respect to x in
the Frechet sense and continuous in " in the vicinity of a generating solution.
We seek the solution of problem (1.1)– (1.3) in the class of vector functions x.t/D
x.t; ;"/ such that
x.; "/ 2D2Œa;bn figI /; Px.; "/ 2 L2Œa;b; x.t; / 2 C Œ0;"0:
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The norms in the spaces D2.Œa;bnfi gI / and L2Œa;b; C Œ0;"0 are introduced in the
standart way (by analogy with [1, 6]).
We show that the problem with impulsive action (1.1)– (1.2) can be investigated
if we consider this problem as an ”interface” boundary-value problem [17]. To re-
veal this relationship, we introduce a k-dimensional linear bounded vector functional
'x./ W
' WD col.'1; :::;'p/ WD2.Œa;bnfi gI /! Rk; k WD k1Ck2C :::Ckp;
'i WD2Œa;bn figI /! Rki ; .i D 1; :::;p/
as follows: 8ˆˆ<ˆ
:ˆ
'1x WDE1x.1C/  .E1CS1/x.1 /
'2x WDE2x.2C/  .E2CS2/x.2 /
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
'px WDEpx.pC/  .EpCSp/x.p /
(1.5)
and represent the impulsive action (1.2) as the boundary condition
'x./D C "J1.x.; "/;"/; (1.6)
where  D col.1;2; :::;p/ 2 Rk; i 2 Rki :
We introduce the bounded linear .kCq/-dimensional vector functional
L WD
h
'
`
i
WD2Œa;bn figI /! RkCq
and write the impulse condition (1.6) with boundary condition (1.3) in the next form
Lx./D ıC "J.x.; "/;"/ 2RkCq; (1.7)
where ı WD
h

˛
i
; ı 2RkCq; J.x.; "/ WD
h
J1.x.; "/
J2.x.; "/
i
— is a nonlinear bounded
kCq dimensional vector functional continuously differentiable with respect to x in
the Frechet sense and continuous in " in the vicinity of a generating solution.
Now the impulse weakly nonlinear boundary-value problem (1.1)–(1.3) we can
consider as weakly nonlinear boundary-value problem (1.1), (1.7). Similarly, as in
the [7], we can establish the necessary and sufficient conditions of solvability and the
relationship between them for so obtained weakly nonlinear boundary value problem
for integro-differential equations (1.1), (1.7).
So, we looking a solution xD x.t;"/ of boundary-value problem (1.1),(1.7) which
is defined in this class of vector functions
x D x.t/ W x./ 2D2.Œa;bn figI /; Px./ 2 L2Œa;b:
x.; "/ 2D2Œa;bn figI /; Px.; "/ 2 L2Œa;b; x.t; / 2 C Œ0;"0;
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and which for "D 0 converted to one with solutions generating boundary-value prob-
lem
Px.t/ ˚.t/
bZ
a
h
A.s/x.s/CB.s/ Px.s/
i
ds D f .t/; (1.8)
Lx./D ı: (1.9)
We now present the following known criterion of solvability for the generating
boundary-value problem (1.8), (1.9):
Theorem 1 ([16]). Let rankQ  .kC q;r1/: Then the homogeneous boundary-
value problem (1.8), (1.9) .f .t/D 0;ıD 0/ has linearly independent solutions of the
form:
x.t;cr/D 	0.t/PDr1PQr cr ; cr 2 Rr ;
r1 DmCn  rankD; r D r1  rankQ:
The inhomogeneous boundary-value problem (1.8), (1.9) is solvable if and only if the
conditions:
PD
d1
Qb D 0; PQ
d2
.ı LF.//D 0; (1.10)
d1 Dm  rankD; d2 D kCq  rankQ
are satisfied. Moreover, it has an r-parameter family of linearly independent solu-
tions:
x.t;cr/D 	0.t/PDr1PQr crC	0.t/PDr1QC.ı LF.//CF.t/; 8cr 2 Rr :
(1.11)
Here, Qf .t/D
tR
a
f .s/ds; Qb D
bR
a
h
A.s/ Qf .s/CB.s/f .s/
i
ds;
F.t/D Qf .t/C	0.t/DC Qb; 	0.t/D Œ	.t/;In; 	.t/D
tR
a
˚.s/ds
are n .mC n/ and nm matrices, respectively; D D
h
Im  
bR
a
h
A.s/	.s/C
B.s/˚.s/
i
ds; 
bR
a
A.s/ds
i
is an m .mC n/ matrix, Im and In are the identity
matrices of the corresponding orders; PD and PD are, respectively, .mCn/ .mC
n/; mm matrices (orthoprojectors onto the kernel and cokernel of the matrix DI
PDr1 .PD

d1
/ is the matrix formed by the complete system of r1 .d1/ linearly inde-
pendent columns (rows) of the matrix (orthoprojector) PD .PD/: The matrix Q is
a .kCq/ r1 matrix constructed according to [6]; DC .QC/ is the Moore-Penrose
pseudoinverse matrix for the matrix D .Q/: The quantities PQ and PQ are, re-
spectively, r1  r1 and .kC q/ .kC q/ matrices (orthoprojectors onto the kernel
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and cokernel of the matrixQ) and PQr .PQd2
/ is the matrix formed by the complete
system of r .d2/ linearly independent columns (rows) of the matrix PQ .PQ/:
Further, the solution x.t;0/D x0.t;cr/ (1.11) of generating boundary-value prob-
lem (1.8),(1.9) will be call a generating solution of the boundary-value problem for
the weakly nonlinear impulsive system of integrodifferential equations (1.1)–(1.3),
where cr 2 Rr is unknown vector of constants and which will defined below.
2. RESULTS
Consider the critical case where the corresponding homogeneous generating
.f .t/D 0; ı D 0/ boundary-value problem (1.8),(1.9) has nontrivial solutions
x.t;cr/D x0.t;cr/; and determined by the formula (1.11).
2.1. The necessary condition.
First, we establish the necessary condition of solvability of the boundary-value
problem (1.1), (1.7). The following statement is true:
Theorem 2. Assume that the weakly nonlinear boundary-value problem (1.1)–
(1.3) has a solution x D x.t;"/ W
x.; "/ 2D2Œa;bn figI /; Px.; "/ 2 L2Œa;b; x.t; / 2 C.0;"0
which turns, for "D 0 into a generating solution x0.t;cr/ (1.11) with constant cr D
c0r .r DmCn  rankD  rankQ/:
Then the vector of constants c0r is necessarily a real root of the system of equations
PD
d1
bZ
a
"
A.s/
sZ
a
bZ
a
K.;s/Z.x0.s;c
0
r /; s;0/dsdC
B.s/
bZ
a
K.s;/Z.x0.;c
0
r /;;0/d
#
ds D 0; (2.1)
PQ
d2
(
J.x0.; c0r /;0/ L
 Z
a
bZ
a
K.;s/Z.x0.s;c
0
r /; s;0/dsdC
	0./DC
bZ
a
"
A.t/
tZ
a
bZ
a
K.;s/Z.x0.s;c
0
r /; s;0/dsdC
B.t/
bZ
a
K.t;s/Z.x0.s;c
0
r /; s;0/ds
#
dt
!)
D 0; (2.2)
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d1 Dm  rankD; d2 D kCq  rankQ:
The proof is similar to the proofs of Theorem 5.4 in [6] and Theorem 2 in [7].
For periodic problems, the constant c0r has a physical meaning and plays the role of
amplitude of the generating solution. Therefore, in the classical periodic problem, the
corresponding equation for the system of ordinary differential equations is called the
equation for generating amplitudes [14]. Similarly, we say that Eq. (2.1), (2.2) is the
equation for generating constants of the boundary-value problem for the system of
integrodifferential equations (1.1)–(1.3).
If Eq. (2.1), (2.2) is solvable, then the vector cr D c0r 2 Rr specifies the generat-
ing solution x.t;cr/D x0.t;c0r / (1.11), which may correspond to the solution x.t;"/
of the original boundary-value problem (1.1)–(1.3) for "D 0: If Eq. (2.1), (2.1) has
no solutions, then the boundary-value problem (1.1)–(1.3) also does not have the
required solution. Here, we speak about the real roots of the equation for generat-
ing constants (2.1), (2.2). Thus, the necessary condition for the solvability of the
boundary-value problem (1.1)–(1.3) is satisfied if Eq. (2.1), (2.2) has at least one real
solution
cr D c0r 2Rr :
2.2. The sufficient condition.
To establish a sufficient condition for the existence of a solution of the boundary-
value problem (1.1), (1.7) we perform the change the variables:
x.t;"/D x0.t;c0r /Cy.t;"/:
In the new variables, we seek the conditions of existence for the solution y.t;"/ W
y.; "/ 2D2.Œa;bn figI /; Py.; "/ 2 L2Œa;b; y.t; / 2 C Œ0;"0; y.t;0/D 0;
which turns, for "D 0 into the trivial solution of the boundary-value problem
Py.t/ ˚.t/
bZ
a
h
A.s/y.s/CB.s/ Py.s/
i
ds D
"
bZ
a
K.t;s/Z
 
x0.s;c
0
r /Cy.s;"/; s;"

ds; (2.3)
Ly./D "J  x0.; c0r /Cy.; "/;": (2.4)
In view of the continuous differentiability of the vector function Z.x; t;"/ and the
Frechet differentiability of the vector functional J.x.; "/;"/ with respect to the first
components in the vicinity of the point "D 0;we select, in the vector functionZ.x0C
y; t;"/ and in the vector functional J
 
x0.; c0r /C y.; "/;"

their linear parts with
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respect to y and the zero-order terms with respect to ": As a result, we arrive at
the following decomposition:
Z.x0Cy; t;"/DZ.x0.t;c0r /; t;0/CA1.t/y.t;"/CR.y.t;"/; t;"/; (2.5)
J
 
x0.; c0r /Cy.; "/;"
D J.x0.; c0r //CL1y.; "/CR1.y.; "/;"/; (2.6)
where
Z.x0.t;c
0
r /; t;0/ 2 C Œa;b; J.x0.; c0r //D J.x0.; c0r /;0/;
A1.t/D A1.t;c0r /D
@Z.x; t;0/
@x
ˇˇˇ
xDx0.t;c0r /
2 C Œa;b;
and L1y.; "/ is the linear part of the vector functional J
 
x0.; c0r /Cy.; "/;"

:
The linear operator L1 D J 0.x0/ is the Frechet derivative of the vector functiona
J
 
x.; "/;" at the point x D x0.t;c0r /: The nonlinear vector function R.y.t;"/; t;"/
belongs to the class C 1.kyk  q/; L2Œa;b; C Œ0;"0. In this case, we have
R.0; t;0/D 0; @R.0; t;0/
@y
D 0; R1.0;0/D 0; @R1.0;0/
@y
D 0:
Taking into account the decomposition of nonlinearities (2.5) and (2.6) in the
boundary-value problem (2.3), (2.4), we obtain the boundary-value problem
Py.t/ ˚.t/
bZ
a
h
A.s/y.s/CB.s/ Py.s/
i
ds D p.t;"/; (2.7)
Ly./D "
n
J.x0.; c0r //CL1y.; "/CR1.y.; "/;"/
o
; (2.8)
and seek its solution in the form
y.t;"/DXr.t/cC Ny.t;"/; c D c."/ 2 Rr ;
where Xr.t/ D 	0.t/PDr1PQr ia an n r matrix, c 2 Rr is an unknown constant
determined in what follows and
Ny.t;"/D "	0.t/PDr1QC
n
J.x0.; c0r //CL1y.; "/C
R1.y.; "/;"/ LF0.; "/
o
CF0.t;"/
By Theorem 1, the inhomogeneous boundary-value problem (2.7), (2.8) is solvable
if and only if the conditions
PD
d1
Qb0."/D 0; (2.9)
PQ
d2
n
"J
 
x0.; c0r /Cy.; "/;"
 LF0.; "/oD 0: (2.10)
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Here, Qb0."/D
bR
a
h
A.s/ Qp.s;"/CB.s/p.s;"/
i
ds is an n1 column vector whose com-
ponents belong to the space C Œ0;"0;
h.t;"/D "
bZ
a
K.t;s/
h
Z.x0.s;c
0
r /; s;0/CA1.s/y.s;"/C
R.y.s;"/; s;"/
i
ds D "

h1.t/Ch02.t;"/

;
h1.t/D
bZ
a
K.t;s/A1.s/Xr.s/ds;
h02.t;"/D
bZ
a
K.t;s/
h
A1.s/ Ny.s;"/CR.y.s;"/; s;"/
i
ds;
F0.t;"/D Qh.t;"/C	0.t/DC Qb0."/D F 10 .t/CF 20 .t;"/;
F 10 .t/D Qh1.t/C	0.t/DC
bZ
a
h
A.s/ Qh1.s/CB.s/h1.s/
i
ds;
F 20 .t;"/D Qh02.t;"/C	0.t/DC
bZ
a
h
A.s/ Qh02.s;"/CB.s/h02.s;"/
i
ds;
Qh.t;"/D
tZ
a
h.s;"/ds; Qh1.t/D
tZ
a
h1.s/ds; Qh02.t;"/D
tZ
a
h02.s;"/ds:
In view of the facts that y.t;"/ D Xr.t/cC Ny.t;"/ and conditions (2.1), (2.2) are
satisfied, we obtain the following system for the unknown vector of constants c 2 Rr
from (2.9) and (2.10)
PD
d1
n bZ
a
h
A.s/ Qh1.s/CB.s/h1.s/
i
ds
o
c D
 PD
d1
bZ
a
h
A.s/ Qh02.s;"/CB.s/h02.s;"/
i
ds; (2.11)
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PQ
d2
n
L1Xr./ LF 10 ./
o
c D
 PQ
d2
n
J.x0.; c0r //CL1 Ny.; "/CR1.y.; "/; ; "/ LF 20 .; "/
o
: (2.12)
System (2.11), (2.12) can be rewritten as follows:
B0c D g; (2.13)
with the .d1Cd2/ r matrix
B0 WD
264 PDd1
bR
a
h
A.s/ Qh1.s/CB.s/h1.s/
i
ds
PQ
d2
n
L1Xr./ LF 10 ./
o
375 ;
and the .d1Cd2/1 vector function
g WD
264  PDd1
bR
a
h
A.s/ Qh02.s;"/CB.s/p02.s;"/
i
ds
 PQ
d2
n
J.x0.; c0r //CL1 Ny.; "/CR1.y.; "/; ; "/ LF 20 .; "/
o
375
System (2.13) is solvable if and only if the condition
PB0 g D 0 (2.14)
is satisfied. Since the vector function g contains unknown quantities, in order to use
this condition, we assume, instead of (2.14), that the condition PB0 D 0 is satisfied,
which is equivalent to the condition [6] :
rankB0 D d1Cd2: (2.15)
Here, PB0 is a .d1Cd2/ .d1Cd2/ matrix (orthoprojector) that projects the spacec
Rd1Cd2 onto the null space N.B0 /:
As a result of the solution of system (2.13), we arrive at the equivalent operator
system
y.t;"/DXr.t/cC Ny.t;"/;
c D BC0 g; (2.16)
Ny.t;"/D "	0.t/PDr1QC
n
J.x0.; c0r //CL1y.; "/C
CR1.y.; "/;"/ LF0.; "/
o
CF0.t;"/:
We introduce uD col.y.t;"/;c."/; Ny.t;"// and rewrite system (2.16) in the new vari-
ables as follows:
uD L.1/uC OFu; (2.17)
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where
L.1/ D
0@ 0 Xr.t/ In0 0 L1
0 0 0
1A ;
L1' D BC0
26666666666666666664
 PD
d1
bR
a
h
A.s/
sR
a
bR
a
K.t;/A1./'./ddtC
CB.s/
bR
a
K.s;/A1./'./d
i
ds
 PQ
d2
n
L1'./ L
 R
a
bR
a
K.; /A1./'./dC
C	0./DC
bR
a
h
A.s/
sR
a
bR
a
K.t;/A1./'./ddtC
CB.s/
bR
a
K.s;/A1./'./d
i
ds
o
37777777777777777775
;
OFuD
0BBBBBBBB@
0
 BC0 Ng
"	0.t/PDr1Q
C
n
J.x0.; c0r //C
CL1y.; "/CR1.y.; "/;"/ LF0.; "/
o
CF0.t;"/
1CCCCCCCCA
;
Ng WD
26666666666666666664
 PD
d1
bR
a
h
A.s/
sR
a
bR
a
K.t;/R.y.;"/;;"/ddtC
B.s/
bR
a
K.s;/R.y.;"/;;"/d
i
ds
 PQ
d2
n
R1.y.; "/; ; "/ L
 R
a
bR
a
K.; /R.y.;"/;;"/dC
	0./DC
bR
a
h
A.s/
sR
a
bR
a
K.t;/R.y.;"/;;"/ddtC
B.s/
bR
a
K.s;/R.y.;"/;;"/d
i
ds
o
37777777777777777775
:
System (2.16) can be rewritten in the form
.I% L.1//uD OFu; %D nC rC1:
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Since the block-diagonal matrix operator .I%  L.1// is always invertible, we can
rewrite system (2.16) as follows:
uD Su; S WD .I% L.1// 1 OF :
By the choice of " and the neighborhood of the generating solution, in view of the
structure of the operator OF ; as in [6, 7], we can show that S is a contraction operator
[13] acting from the space D2
 
Œa;bIRnC  Œ0;"0IRD2 Œa;bIRn into itself
with the corresponding norm. Hence, the operator equation u D Su has a unique
solution, which can be found as follows:
uD lim
v!1uv; uv D Suv 1; whereu0 D col.y0; c0; Ny0/D 0:
Returning to the original boundary-value problem (1.1), (1.7), we get the following
iterative process for finding the solution.
In the first stage of the iterative process, we obtain the boundary-value problem
Py1.t/ ˚.t/
bZ
a
h
A.s/y1.s/CB.s/ Py1.s/
i
ds D
"
bZ
a
K.t;s/Z
 
x0.s;c
0
r /; s;0

ds; (2.18)
Ly1./D "J
 
x0.; c0r /;0

: (2.19)
This problem is solvable if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
PD
d1
bZ
a
"
A.s/
sZ
a
bZ
a
K.;s/Z.x0.s;c
0
r /; s;0/dsdC
B.s/
bZ
a
K.s;/Z.x0.;c
0
r /;;0/d
#
ds D 0;
PQ
d2
(
J.x0.; c0r /;0/ L
 Z
a
bZ
a
K.;s/Z.x0.s;c
0
r /; s;0/dsdC
	0./DC
bZ
a
"
A.t/
tZ
a
bZ
a
K.;s/Z.x0.s;c
0
r /; s;0/dsdC
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B.t/
bZ
a
K.t;s/Z.x0.s;c
0
r /; s;0/ds
#
dt
!)
D 0:
These conditions are satisfied because the generating solution satisfies conditions
(2.1) and (2.2) in view of the choice of c0r 2 Rr : Assume that the first approximation
y1.t;"/ to the required solution y.t;"/ of the boundary-value problem (2.3), (2.4) is
equal to Ny1.t;"/: This yields
y1.t;"/D Ny1.t;"/D "	0.t/PDr1QC
n
J.x0.; c0r /;0/ LF1.; "/
o
CF1.t;"/;
where
F1.t;"/D "
tZ
a
bZ
a
K.;s/Z.x0.s;c
0
r /; s;0/dsdC
"	0.t/D
C
bZ
a
"
A.s/
sZ
a
bZ
a
K.;s/Z.x0.s;c
0
r /; s;0/dsdC
B.s/
bZ
a
K.s;/Z.x0.;c
0
r /;;0/d
#
ds:
In the second stage of the iterative process, we get the following boundary-value
problem:
Py2.t/ ˚.t/
bZ
a
h
A.s/y2.s/CB.s/ Py2.s/
i
ds D "
bZ
a
K.t;s/
"
Z.x0.s;c
0
r /; s;0/C
A1.s/
h
Xr.t/c1C Ny1.s;"/
i
CR.y1.s;"/; s;"/
#
ds; (2.20)
Ly2./D "
n
J.x0.; c0r //C l1
h
Xr./c1C Ny1.; "/
i
CR1.y1.; "/;"/
o
: (2.21)
By using the necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability of this boundary-
value problem, we arrive at the following algebraic system for
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c1 2 Rr W
B0c1 D
26666664
 PD
d1
bR
a
h
A.s/ Qh12.s;"/CB.s/h12.s;"/
i
ds
 PQ
d2
n
J.x0.; c0r //CL1 Ny1.; "/C
R1.y1.; "/; ; "/ LF 21 .; "/
o
;
37777775 (2.22)
where
F 21 .t;"/D Qh12.t;"/C	0.t/DC
bZ
a
h
A.s/ Qh12.s;"/CB.s/h12.s;"/
i
ds;
h12.t;"/D
bZ
a
K.t;s/
h
A1.s/ Ny1.s;"/CR.y1.s;"/; s;"/
i
ds; Qh12.t;"/D
tZ
a
h12.s;"/ds:
Under condition (2.15), this system is solvable. The first approximation c1 to c."/
has the form
c1 D BC0
26666664
 PD
d1
bR
a
h
A.s/ Qh12.s;"/CB.s/h12.s;"/
i
ds
 PQ
d2
n
J.x0.; c0r //CL1 Ny1.; "/C
CR1.y1.; "/; ; "/ LF 21 .; "/
o
37777775 :
For the second approximation y2.t;"/ to the required y.t;"/ we get
y2.t;"/DXr.t/c1C Ny2.t;"/:
Continuing the iterative process, we obtain the following iterative procedure for
finding the solution y.t; / 2 C Œ0;"0; y.t;0/ D 0 of the boundary-value problem
(2.3), (2.4) from the operator system (2.16):
yjC1.t;"/DXr.t/cj C NyjC1.t;"/;
cj D BC0
26666664
 PD
d1
bR
a
h
A.s/ Qhj2.s;"/CB.s/hj2.s;"/
i
ds
 PQ
d2
n
J.x0.; c0r //CL1 Nyj .; "/C
R1.yj .; "/; ; "/ LF 2j .; "/
o
37777775 ; (2.23)
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NyjC1.t;"/D "	0.t/PDr1QC
n
J.x0.; c0r //CL1yj .; "/C
R1.yj .; "/;"/ LFj .; "/
o
CFj .t;"/;
where
Fj .t;"/D Qhj .t;"/C	0.t/DC
bZ
a
h
A.s/ Qhj .s;"/CB.s/hj .s;"/
i
ds
D F 10 .t/CF 2j .t/;
F 10 .t/D Qh1.t/C	0.t/DC
bZ
a
h
A.s/ Qh1.s/CB.s/h1.s/
i
ds;
F 2j .t;"/D Qhj2.t;"/C	0.t/DC
bZ
a
h
A.s/ Qhj2.s;"/CB.s/hj2.s;"/
i
ds;
hj .t;"/D "

h1.t/Chj2.t;"/

; h1.t/D
bZ
a
K.t;s/A1.s/Xr.s/ds;
h
j
2.t;"/D
bZ
a
K.t;s/
h
A1.s/ Nyj 1.s;"/CR.yj 1.s;"/; s;"/
i
ds;
Qhj .t;"/D
tZ
a
hj .s;"/ds; Qh1.t/D
tZ
a
h1.s/ds; Qhj2.t;"/D
tZ
a
h
j
2.s;"/ds:
Thus, we have proved the following theorem:
Theorem 3 (The sufficient condition). Assume that, under conditions (2.1), (2.2),
the generating boundary-value problem (1.8), (1.9) possesses an r-parameter family
of solutions (1.11) .r D mC n  rankD   rankQ/: Then, under condition (2.15),
for each real value of the vector cr D c0r 2 Rr satisfying the system of equations
(2.3), (2.4) for generating constants, the weakly nonlinear boundary-value problem
(1.1)–(1.3) has at least one solution x D x.t;"/ W
x.; "/ 2D2.Œa;bn figI /; Px.; "/ 2 L2Œa;b; x.t; / 2 C Œ0;"0:
For " D 0 this solution turns into a generating solution x0.t;c0r / (1.11) and is de-
termined by using the convergent iterative process (2.23) and the relation xj .t;"/D
x0.t;c
0
r /Cyj .t;"/; .j D 0;1;2; :::/:
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2.3. Relationship between necessary and sufficient conditions.
By analogy with [7], one can establish the relationship between the d1C d2  r
-dimensional matrix B0 used to determine the sufficient condition for the existence
of the solution of problem (1.1)–(1.3) and the necessary condition for the existence
of this solution, which can be formulated as the existence of a root of the equations
for generating constants (2.3), (2.4). The following assertion is true:
Theorem 4. In order that a weakly nonlinear boundary-value problem for the
system of integrodifferential equations (1.1)–(1.3) have the solution x D x.t;"/ W
x.; "/ 2D2Œa;b; Px.; "/ 2 L2Œa;b; x.t; / 2 C Œ0;"0; x.t;0/D x0.t;c0r /;
where x0.t;c0r / is the generating solution (1.11) with a constant cr D c0r 2 Rr .r D
r1  rankQ; r1 DmCn  rankD;/ it is necessary that the constant c0r be a real root
of the equation for generating constants (2.3), (2.4) and sufficient that the following
condition be satisfied:
rankfB0 WD @
NF .cr/
@cr
gjcrDc0r D d1Cd2:
Moreover, if p D r1; then the last condition means that cr D c0r 2 Rr is a simple root
of the equation for generating constants (2.3), (2.4).
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